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DRL/ALC Bypass Kit Install 
00-05 Chevy Impala/Monte Carlo  

Introduction 
 The 00-05 Chevy Impala and Monte Carlo have a highly integrated Body Control 
Module (BCM) that controls the Daytime Running Lights and Headlights.  The BCM turns on 
the DRLs when the car is in gear and it is daytime.  When it gets dark outside, the BCM turns 
off the DRLs and turns on the headlights and parking lights.  The BCM also monitors the DRLs 
to ensure that they are actually on when the BCM turns them on. 
 To defeat the DRLs, the bypass kit simulates the DRL system and reports to the BCM 
that the highbeams are on at half power.  To defeat the ALC, the bypass kit simulates 
daytime to the Ambient Light Sensor for the BCM. 

Each bypass (ALC & DRL) has a mode switch for normal or bypass.  In normal mode, 
each system will function as if there were no bypass installed.  In bypass mode, each system 
is defeated.  The mode may be set independently to normal or bypass for each system. 

Kit Contents 
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL) Bypass Harness w/ Override Switch (Left Harness Below) 
• Automatic Light Control (ALC) Bypass Harness w/ Override Switch (Right Harness Below) 
• Wire Ties (Qty 6) 
• Instructions (Latest version available at http://bbengineer.home.comcast.net) 

 
(Kit may vary slightly from picture) 

Disclaimer 

 Install and operate at your own risk!!! 
 
NAIOA, it’s owners, administrators, moderators and the designer of this kit are not responsible 
for damage to you, your vehicle, other persons or property as a result of installing or using 
this product.    
 
This product carries no warranty; neither written nor implied. 
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Installation 
 Make sure that you disconnect the battery before you begin and reconnect the 
battery after both bypass harnesses are installed. 
 

DRL Bypass Install 
1. Remove the driver side under dash cover by depressing the two retaining clips 

(designated by the arrows in the picture) and pulling the cover down.  You can 
remove to cover completely by twisting the interior light bulb holder to remove it 
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2. Locate the Pink Connector on the BCM.  The BCM is located on the left side, under the 
dash toward the front.  The pink connector is the one on the far left of the BCM; 
designated by the arrow in the picture 

 
 

3. Unplug the pink connector by depressing the connector latch (on top of the 
connector) and pulling it out of the BCM 
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4. Plug the DRL Bypass into the BCM and the Pink Connector from the harness into the 
DRL Bypass.  Tuck the DRL Bypass harness up and out of the way 

 
5. Route the DRL override switch harness to where you will be mounting the switch.  

Mount the override switch.  NOTE:  Make sure that the override switch harness is out of 
the way of all moving parts (pedals, steering, shifter, etc) 

  
6. Secure the DRL Bypass harness using a wire tie 

 
7. Reassemble the under dash cover.  Press the release tabs up into the retaining holes.  

Make sure that the front of the cover (by the firewall) is seated on the stud attached to 
the gas pedal bracket 
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ALC Bypass Install 
1. Remove the A-Pillar molding from the driver side.  The molding is held in by snap 

fasteners (One at the curve at the top of the windshield, and one directly above the 
driver door).  Just use steady, even pressure and they will release from the pillar. 
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2. Remove the defroster cover molding.  It also is held in by snap fasteners.  Again, 
steady even upward pressure (using a prying motion) will release the clips.  The 
defroster cover does not have to come out completely, simply release the snaps 
starting from the driver side until you have access to the Ambient Light Sensor.  Twist 
the Ambient Light Sensor to remove it from the cover 

 
 
3. Unplug the Ambient Light Sensor.  Be careful not to break the tab on the Ambient Light 

Sensor 
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4. Plug the ALC Bypass into the Ambient Light Sensor and the factory harness 

 
 
5. Route the ALC override switch harness to where you will be mounting the switch.  

Mount the override switch.  The switch can be fed down into the hole where the 
original harness is.  Fish the switch out under the dash once you feed it down the hole.  
NOTE:  Make sure that the override switch harness is out of the way of all moving parts 
(pedals, steering, shifter, etc) 

 
6. Reassemble the defroster cover molding.  Line up the snaps with the holes and press 

them in firmly. 
 
7. Reassemble the A-Pillar Molding.  Line up the snaps with the holes and press them in 

firmly. 
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Testing 

DRL Bypass 
1. Turn the car on (don’t start it) 
2. Set the DRL Bypass Switch to Normal 
3. Set the parking brake and chock the wheels so the car won’t roll 
4. Put the car in Drive 
5. Verify that the DRLs activate 
6. Put the car in Park 
7. Set the DRL Bypass Switch to Bypass 
8. Put the car in Drive 
9. Verify that the DRLs do not activate and the “Service Engine Soon” and 

“Highbeam Out”  do not appear on the Instrument Cluster 
 

ALC Bypass 
1. Turn the car on (don’t start it) 
2. Set the ALC Bypass Switch to Normal 
3. Set the parking brake and chock the wheels so the car won’t roll 
4. Put the car in Drive 
5. Place a dark cloth over the Ambient Light Sensor in the center of the dash 
6. Verify that the headlights activate 
7. Put the car in Park 
8. Set the ALC Bypass Switch to Bypass (It may take up to 30 seconds to switch) 
9. Put the car in Drive 
10. Verify that the headlights do not activate and the “Service Engine Soon” and 

“Highbeam Out” do not appear on the Instrument Cluster.  If the DRL Bypass 
is set to Normal, then the DRLs should turn on. 

11. Remove the cloth from the Ambient Light Sensor 
 

Note:  If the “Highbeam Out” Message appears, it will disappear as soon as you 
remove the bypass harness.  If the “Service Engine Soon” appears, you must unplug 
the three BCM connectors, then reconnect them as well as remove the bypass 
harness to make them disappear.  An OBD-II scanner can also reset this message. 

Support 
 Technical support is available on the NAIOA forums ( www.naioa.com ).  Please post 
questions in the Technical Support Forum (available and visible to registered users only). 
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Reference 
 Here are the wire color connections for both bypass switches.  There is no polarity or 
orientation on the switch.  Just ensure that the black (common) wire is connected to the 
center terminal.   
 

 
 
 If you decide you don’t want the switch, and want permanent override, then simply 
connect the black wire to the red wire (cut & splice, or make a .187” male quick connect 
jumper) 
 
NOTE: Be careful when attaching or removing the connectors to the switch, it is slightly fragile 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

For all of your W-Body Impala and Monte Carlo Needs 
http://www.naioa.com 


